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We prove some decay estimates of the energy of the wave equation in a bounded
domain. The damping is nonlinear and is effective only in a neighborhood of a
suitable subset of the boundary. The method of proof is direct and is based on the
multipliers technique, on some integral inequalities due to Haraux and Komornik,
and on a judicious idea of Conrad and Rao.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
The main purpose of this paper is to give precise decay estimates for the
wave equation with a nonlinear damping term localized in a neighborhood
of a suitable subset of the domain under consideration. For the sequel, we
need some notations. Let 0 be a bounded domain in RN (N1), having
a boundary 1=0 of class C2. We denote by & the unit normal pointing
into the exterior of 0. We fix x0 # RN and we set m(x)=x&x0,
R=sup[ |m(x)|, x # 0], 1+=[x # 1; m(x) } &(x)>0],
and
1&=1"1+
(u } v=N1 uivi for all u, v # R
N). Let a=a(x) # L(0) be a non-negative
bounded function such that
a(x)a0>0 a.e. in | (1.1)
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where | is a neighborhood of 1+ and a0 is a positive constant. By
neighborhood of 1+ , we actually mean the intersection of 0 and a
neighborhood of 1+ . Throughout this paper, we denote by |u|p the norm
of a function u # Lp(0), 1p.
Now consider the following damped wave equation
y"&2y+ag( y$)=0
y=0
y(0)= y0
y$(0)= y1
in 0_(0, )
on 1_(0, )
in 0
in 0
(1.2)
where g: R  R is a nondecreasing continuous function with g(0)=0.
Condition (1.1) ensures that the damping term ag( y$) is effective on the set
|. Let [ y0, y1] # H 10(0)_L
2(0). System (1.2) is then well-posed in the
space H 10(0)_L
2(0); in fact, there exists a unique weak solution of (1.2)
with
y # C([0, ); H 10(0)) & C
1([0, ); L2(0)). (1.3)
Introduce the energy
E(t)= 12 |
0
[ | y$(x, t)| 2+|{y(x, t)| 2] dx, \t0. (1.4)
The energy E is a nonincreasing function of the time variable t and we have
for almost every t0,
E$(t)=&|
0
ag( y$) y$ dx. (1.5)
Let us now give some statements on the literature related to the
asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.2).
In [5], Dafermos considered the asymptotic behavior of the solutions to
(1.2) with a # L(0), a(x)0 a.e. in 0. He showed that if meas(suppa)>0
and g is a continuously differentiable, strictly increasing function on R,
then for any weak solution of (1.2) satisfying (1.3), the energy E given by
(1.4) tends to zero as t tends to infinity. Subsequently, Haraux in [8]
generalized Dafermos’ result to include cases where g is neither strictly
increasing nor smooth but where g does possess a maximal monotone
graph. The method used by Dafermos and Haraux is based on Lasalle
invariance principle. In [24], Slemrod removed the hypothesis of monoto-
nicity completely and replaced it with the assumption that the function g
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is globally Lipschitz and has its graph in the first and third quadrants.
Under these assumptions, Slemrod proved that if meas(suppa)>0, then for
any weak solution of (1.2) satisfying (1.3), the couple ( y, y$) converges
weakly to (0, 0) in H 10(0)_L
2(0). In the papers mentioned above, the
authors are interested in finding a class of feedbacks as large as possible
which permit obtaining the decay of the solutions of (1.2) to equilibrium.
None of the above authors studied the decay estimates.
Our aim in this paper is to give sufficient hypotheses on the function g
so that we can obtain precise decay estimates of the energy E. The only
decay estimates in our knowledge are given by
v Zuazua in [28, Section 3.3] for a globally Lipschitz function g
satisfying ‘‘g(s) scs2, \s # R,’’ for some positive constant c. The result of
Zuazua uses the unique continuation result of Ruiz [23] and a compact-
ness argument. The result of Ruiz works only when the function g is
globally Lipschitz (see [23, pp. 464465])
v Nakao in [22] for a function g(x, t) behaving like ‘‘a(x) |t| { t with
r> &1.’’ Nakao uses a differential inequality and a compactness argument.
The ‘‘compactnessuniqueness’’ argument used by Zuazua and Nakao
introduces constants that are not controllable in the estimates. Thus, the
estimates obtained using this method are not explicit. In order to obtain
more precise estimates we choose to use a new method instead of the
compactnessuniqueness method of [22] and [28]. The method applied in
this paper is based on the multipliers technique (cf. [14, 20], etc.) and on
some integral inequalities due to Haraux [6, 7] and it seems to be simpler
than the one used by Nakao in [22]. We point out that the ‘‘compactness
uniqueness’’ argument used by Nakao in [22] and Zuazua in [28] aims to
absorb lower-order terms. In this paper, in order to get rid of lower-order
terms, we proceed in a different way by introducing an auxiliary elliptic
problem whose solution is used as multiplier. This type of approach was
used by Conrad and Rao in [4] to study the nonlinear boundary stabiliza-
tion of the wave equation. The results of this paper improve in some sense
the results of Dafermos [5], Haraux [8], Slemrod [24], and Zuazua [28].
The linear case, i.e., g(t)=t, has been studied by several authors under
different hypotheses on the function a. Among these, we can name Bardos
et al. [1], Chen et al. [3], Haraux [10], Zuazua [28, 29], Nakao [21],
Tcheugoue [26]. These authors used different approaches to obtain decay
estimates of the energy. The results of this paper generalize some of the
results obtained in the linear case.
For the sequel, we assume that the function g satisfies the additional
hypotheses
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_r # [1, ), _c1 , c2>0: c1 |x| r| g(x)|c2 |x| 1r
if |x|1
_k # [0, 1], _s # [1, ), _c3 , c4>0: c3 |x|k| g(x)|c4 |x| s
if |x|>1.
(1.6)
Let us observe that a function g satisfying (1.6) is not necessarily globally
Lipschitz. In fact the class of functions satisfying (1.6) includes functions
like |x| l&1x, l>1. We also observe that bounded functions g can be used.
In the neighborhood of the origin, one could consider more general growth
assumptions as in [18] but this will probably lead to estimate less explicit
than those of this paper.
Before stating our main results, let us recall the following regularity
result.
Theorem 1.0. Let [ y0, y1] # H2(0) & H 10(0)_H
1
0(0) and a # L
(0).
Assume that the continuous, nondecreasing function g satisfies (1.6) and
g(v) # L2(0), \v # H 10(0).
Then the solution y of (1.2) satisfies
y # L(0, ; H2(0) & H 10(0)) & W
1, (0, ; H 10(0))
& W2, (0, ; L2(0)). (1.7)
Moreover, if we set
F0=(&y1&2H10(0)+|2y
0| 22)
12 (1.8)
then there exists a positive constant c such that
|2y$(t)| 2cF0 , |2y(t)| 2cF0 , for a.e. t0. (1.9)
For the proof of this result we refer the interested reader to Haraux [9]
and Lions [19].
The main results of this paper are the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let [ y0, y1] # H 10(0)_L
2(0). Assume that a # L+(0)
satisfies (1.1) for some a0>0. Let | be a neighborhood of 1+. Assume that
the continuous nondecreasing function g satisfies (1.6) with s=1 and k=1.
Then there are positive constants {0 , K0 independent of E(0) such that
E(t){_exp \1&
t
{0+& E(0), \t0 if r=1, (1.10)
K0(1+E(0)) t&(2r&1), \t>0 if r>1.
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Theorem 1.2. Let [ y0, y1] # H2(0) & H 10(0)_H
1
0(0). Assume that
a # L+(0) satisfies (1.1) for some a0>0. Let | be a neighborhood of 1+.
Assume that the continuous nondecreasing function g satisfies (1.6) with
0k1,
s1 if N # [1, 2],
(N&2) sN and 2rN&k(N&2) if N3, (1.11)
1s(r&1) if N2,
r1 if N=1.
Then, for N2, the energy E satisfies
E(t)K1(F 2(r&k)(r&1)0 +(1+F0)
2(r&1) (1+E(0)(rs&1)s(r&1))) t&(2(r&1)),
\t>0 (1.12)
where K1 is a positive constant independent of the initial data.
For N=1, we have the decay estimates
E(t){_
exp \\& t{1+& E(0),
(1.13)\t0 if r=1,
K2(1+F 2(1&k)(r&1)0 +F
2(s&1)s(r&1)
0 )
_(1+E(0)(rs&1)s(r&1)) t&(2(r&1)),
\t>0 if r>1
where {1 and K2 are positive constants independent of the initial data and \
is a positive constant depending on F0 and E(0) in a way to be made precise
in the proof.
Remark. The hypothesis contained in the fourth line of (1.11) seems
artificial and unusual but this type of hypothesis has already been used in
the literature (cf. [13, p. 164]). Hypothesis of this type is very useful in the
computations in order to obtain reasonable results (see line two of (3.35)
below).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give
some lemmas which are useful for the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Section 3 is devoted to the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and finally, in
Section 4 we give some extensions of our results.
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2. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS
The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 rely on the following lemmas.
Lemma 2.1. Let E: [0, [  [0, [ be a nonincreasing locally absolu-
tely continuous function such that there are non-negative constants ; and A
with
|

S
E(t);+1 dtAE(S), \S0. (2.1)
Then we have
E(t){_
exp \1& tA+& E(0),
\A \1+1;++
1;
t&1;,
\t0 if ;=0,
\t>0 if ;>0.
(2.2)
This lemma is due to Haraux and its proof can be found in [6, 7] or
[14, 15], [16]. This lemma reduces the proofs of Theorems 1.11.2 to the
proofs of estimates of type (2.1).
From now on, we denote by S and T two real numbers such that
0S<T<. We write E instead of E(t).
Lemma 2.2. Let q # (W 1, (0))N, : # R and ! # W1, (0). We have the
identities
|
0
y$[2q } {y+:y] dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
+|
0_]S, T[
(div(q)&:)[ | y$| 2&|{y| 2] E (r&1)2 dx dt
&
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$[2q } {y+:y] dx dt
+2 |
0_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 {y } {qk
y
xk
dx dt
+|
0_]S, T[
ag( y$)[2q } {y+:y] E (r&1)2 dx dt
=|
1_]S, T[
E (r&1)2(q } &) \y&+
2
d1 dt. (2.3)
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|
0
y$!y dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
&|
0_]S, T[
![ | y$| 2&|{y| 2] E (r&1)2 dx dt
&
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$! dx dt+|
0_]S, T[
y {y } {! E (r&1)2 dx dt
+|
0_]S, T[
ag( y$) !yE (r&1)2 dx dt=0. (2.4)
The proof of Lemma 2.2 is based on standard multipliers technique, and
the interested reader should refer to Lions [20] or Komornik [14].
Throughout the remainder of this paper, c denotes different positive
constants independent of the initial data and we use the following addi-
tional notations
01=[x # 0; | y$(x, t)|1], 02=[x # 0; | y$(x, t)|>1].
Lemma 2.3. (i) We have the inequalities
|
01
a | y$| 2 dxcE 12 |E$| 1(r+1), for a.e. t0 (2.5)
\|01 a
2g( y$)2 dx+
12
c |E$| 1(r+1), for a.e. t0. (2.6)
|
02
a | g( y$)| |.| dxc \|02 |{.|
2 dx+
12
|E$| s(s+1),
for a.e. t0, \. # H 10(0). (2.7)
(ii) Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxc |E$| for a.e. t0 (2.8)
\|02 a
2g( y$)2 dx+
12
c |E $| 12, for a.e. t0. (2.9)
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(iii) Assume that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.2 hold. We have for
N2
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxcF 2(r&k)(r+1)0 |E$|
2(r+1), for a.e. t0 (2.10)
and for N=1,
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxcF 1&k0 |E$|, for a.e. t0. (2.11)
Now, set #s=&{y& s(s+1)L(0, ; L2s(0)) . We have for N2
|
02
a | g( y$)| |{y| dxc#sE 22(s+1) |E$| ss+1, for a.e. t0 (2.12)
and on the other hand, if N=1, then setting +s=F (s&1)(s+1)0 , we have
|
02
a | g( y$)| |{y| dxc+sE 1(s+1) |E$| s(s+1), for a.e. t0. (2.13)
Remark. Before proving this lemma, let us show that the constant #s is
finite. From Sobolev imbedding theorem and (1.11), we have for almost
every t0
|{y(t)|2sc &y(t)&H2(0)cF0 (2.14)
therefore #s is finite.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. We have by (1.6) and the Ho lder inequality,
|
01
a | y$| 2 dxc |E| 12 |E$| 1(r+1), (2.15)
which proves (2.5). The proofs of (2.6)(2.9) follow immediately from (1.6)
and the Ho lder inequality. Let us prove (2.10) now. Let { # (0, 1). We have
by (1.6),
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxc |
02
a | y$| 2&{(k+1) ( y$g( y$)){ dx
c | y$| 2&{(k+1)(2&{(k+1))(1&{) |E$|
{. (2.16)
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Following Komornik [13, 15], choosing {=2(r+1) in (2.16) and using
the Sobolev embedding theorem, we find
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxc |{y$| 2(r&k)(r+1)2 |E$|
2(r+1)cF 2(r&k)(r+1)0 |E$|
2(r+1)
(2.17)
and (2.10) is proved. The proof of (2.11) is simpler. In fact, since
H 10(0)/L
(0) for N=1, we have
|
02
a | y$| 2 dxc | y$| 1&k |E$|cF
1&k
0 |E$|. (2.18)
Let us prove (2.12) now. By Ho lder inequality, we have, for almost every
t0,
|
02
a | g( y$)| |{y| dxc |ag( y$)| 1+s&1 |{y| s+1. (2.19)
On the other hand, we have the interpolation inequality
|{y| s+1|{y| 1(s+1)2 |{y|
s(s+1)
2s . (2.20)
Accordingly, reporting (2.20) in (2.19) and using (1.6) and the definitions
of E, E$, and #s , we obtain the required inequality. The proof of (2.13)
follows from the estimate
|
02
a | g( y$)| |{y| dxc+s |ag( y$)| 1+s&1 E 1(s+1), for a.e. t0 (2.21)
and the Sobolev imbedding theorem. K
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1.1 AND 1.2
We recall that the method used to prove these theorems essentially relies
on the multipliers technique, on some integral inequalities due to Haraux,
and on an astute idea similar to that used by Conrad and Rao in [4] to
get rid of lower order terms.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We proved in several steps.
Step 1. Applying (2.3) with :=N&1, q(x)=m(x), observing that
div(m)=N and using (1.4), we find that
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2 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt=&|
0
y$[2m } {y+(N&1) y] dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
+
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$[2m } {y+(N&1) y] dx dt
&|
0_]S, T[
ag( y$)[2m } {y+(N&1) y] E (r&1)2 dx dt
+|
1_]S, T[
E (r&1)2(m } &) \y&+
2
d1 dt. (3.1)
Since the energy is nonincreasing, using the result of Komornik [11] we
find that
}&|0 y$[2m } {y+(N&1) y] dx E (r&1)2&
T
S }4RE(0)(r&1)2 E(S) (3.2)
and
} r&12 |0_]S, T[ E (r&3)2E$y$[2m } {y+(N&1) y] dx dt }
(r&1) RE(0)(r&1)2 E(S). (3.3)
By the Ho lder inequality we have
} |02_]S, T[ ag( y$)[2m } {y+(N&1) y] E
(r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
T
S
Er2 \|02 a
2g( y$)2 dx+
12
dt
and
} |01_]S, T[ ag( y$)[2m } {y+(N&1) y] E
(r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
T
S
Er2 \|01 a
2g( y$)2 dx+
12
dt.
Accordingly, using (2.6) and (2.8) we find
} |0_]S, T[ ag( y$)[2m } {y+(N&1) y] E (r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
T
S
Er2( |E$| 1(r+1)+|E$| 12) dt. (3.4)
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Now, using the Young inequality, we obtain for almost every t0
cEr2 |E$| 1r+1
r
r+1
E+c |E$|,
(3.5)
cEr2 |E$| 12
1
r+1
E+cE(0)(r&1)2 |E$|.
Reporting (3.5) in (3.4) and combining (3.1)(3.4), we get
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+c |
1+_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 \y&+
2
d1 dt.
(3.6)
At this stage, we observe, thanks to Lemma 2.1, that it suffices to obtain
judicious estimates of the last term of the right-hand side of (3.6) in terms
of E(S) and TS E
(r+1)2 dt to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Step 2. Let h # (W1, (0))N such that
h=& on 1+, h } &0 on 1, h=0 in 0"|^ (3.7)
where |^ is another neighborhood of 1+ strictly contained in |. (For the
construction of the vector-field h, the reader should refer to Lions [20,
Chap. 1, Remark 3.2].)
Choose :=0 and q=h in (2.3). Following Zuazua [28], we know that
there exists a positive constant c0 depending only on | such that
c |
1+_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 \y&+
2
d1 dt
c |
1_]S, T[
E (r&1)2(h } &) \y&+
2
d1 dt
c0 |
|^_]S, T[
[ | y$| 2+|{y| 2] E (r&1)2 dx dt
+2c |
0
y$h } {y dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
&(r&1) c |
0_]S, T[
E (r&3)2 E$y$h } {y dx dt
+2c |
0_]S, T[
ag( y$) h } {y E (r&1)2 dx dt (3.8)
where c is the constant in (3.6).
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Simple calculations using the Young inequality show that
}2c |0 y$h } {y dx E (r&R)2&
T
S }cE(0)(r&1)2 E(S) (3.9)
and
}(r&1) c |0_]S, T[ E (r&3)2E$y$h } {y dx dt }cE(0)(r&1)2 E(S). (3.10)
Using the Ho lder inequality, (2.6), and (2.8) in the last term of the right-
hand side of (3.8), we find
}2c |0_]S, T[ ag( y$) h } {y E (r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
T
S
Er2( |E$| 1(r+1)+|E$| 12) dt. (3.11)
It is then an easy task to deduce from (3.11) that
}2c |0_]S, T[ ag( y$) h } {y E (r&1)2 dx dt }

2r+1
2r+2 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt+c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S). (3.12)
Combining (3.8), (3.9), (3.12), and reporting the obtained result in (3.6)
yields
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)
+c |
|^_]S, T[
[ | y$| 2+|{y| 2] E (r&1)2 dx dt. (3.13)
The use of (2.5) and (2.8) in (3.13) gives
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+c |
|^_]S, T[
|{y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt.
(3.14)
Thanks to Lemma 2.1, it remains to get rid of the second term of the right-
hand side of (3.14) to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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Step 3. Introduce the function ’, (constructed by Zuazua in [20,
Chap. 7]), which satisfies
’ # W1, (0), 0’1, ’=1 in |^, ’=0 in 0"|. (3.15)
Applying (2.4) with !=’2 (we choose !=’2 instead of !=’ as in [21] or
[28] to make our computations easy to understand), we find
|
0_]S, T[
’2 |{y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
=&|
0
y$’2y dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
+|
0_]S, T[
’2 | y$| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
+
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$y’2 dx dt
&2 |
0_]S, T[
’y {y } {’ E (r&1)2 dx dt
&|
0_]S, T[
ag( y$) ’2yE (r&1)2 dx dt. (3.16)
Simple calculations using the Young inequality show that
}&|0 y$’2y dx E (r&1)2&
t
S
+
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$y’2 dx dt }
cE(0)(r&1)2 E(S) (3.17)
and
} 2 |0_]S, T[ ’y {y } {& E (r&1)2 dx dt }
 12 |
0_]S, T[
’2 |{y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
+2c |{’| 2 |
0_]S, T[
a | y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt. (3.18)
On the other hand, c^ denoting the constant in (3.14), we have by (2.5),
(2.6), (2.8), and (2.9)
2c^ |
0_]S, T[
’2 | y$| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
r
2(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt (3.19)
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and
} 2c^ |0_]S, T[ ag( y$) ’2yE (r&1)2 dx dt }
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
r+1
2(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt. (3.20)
Reporting (3.17)(3.20) in (3.16), we find
c^ |
0_]S, T[
’2 |{y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
2r+1
2(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt
+c |
0_]S, T[
a | y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt. (3.21)
Combining (3.14) and (3.21), we obtain
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+c |
0_]S, T[
a | y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt.
(3.22)
Now, we will use a special multiplier to absorb the second term of the
right-hand side of (3.22). To this end, introduce z(t) # H 10(0) solution of
&2z=ay
z=0
in 0
on 1.
(3.23)
It is easy to check that z$=dzdt satisfies
&2z$=ay$
z$=0
in 0
on 1.
(3.24)
Some elementary calculations show that
|
0
|{z| 2 dzc |
0
a | y| 2 dx,
|
0
|{z$| 2 dxc |
0
a | y$| 2 dx (3.25)
|
0
{z } {y dx=|
0
a | y| 2 dx.
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Now multiply the first equation of (1.2) by zE (r&1)2, integrate by parts on
0_]S, T[ and use the second line of (3.25), we find
|
0_]S, T[
a | y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
=&|
0
y$z dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
+|
0_]S, T[
E (r&1)2y$z$ dx dt
+
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$z dx dt
&|
0_]S, T[
ag( y$) zE (r&1)2 dx dt. (3.26)
Some elementary calculations yield
}&|0 y$z dx E (r&1)2&
T
S
+
r&1
2 |0_]S, T[ E
(r&3)2E$y$z dx dt }
cE(0)(r&1)2 E(S). (3.27)
Denoting by c~ the constant in (3.22) and using the Ho lder and Young
inequalities, (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8), and (3.25), we find
c~ } |0_]S, T[ ag( y$) zE (r&1)2 dx dt }
c~ } |01_]S, T[ ag( y$) zE
(r&1)2 dx dt }
+c~ } |02_]S, T[ ag( y$) zE
(r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
T
S
|E$| 1(r+1) Er2 dt+c |
T
S
|E$| 12 Er2 dt

;(r+1)rr
r+1 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt+c |
T
S
|E$| dt
+
1
2 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt+c |
T
S
|E$| E (r&1)2 dt (\;>0)
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
r+1
2(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt,
\taking ;=\r+14r +
r(r+1)
+ (3.28)
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and
c~ } |0_]S, T[ E (r&1)2y$z$ dx dt }
c |
T
S
Er2 \|0 a | y$| 2 dx+
12
c |
T
S
Er2(E 14 |E$| 12(r+1)+|E$| 12) dt
c |
T
S
E (2r+1)4 |E$| 22(r+1) dt+c |
T
S
Er2 |E$| 12 dt

2r+1
2(r+1)
=(2r+2)2r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt+cE(S)
+
1
4 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt+cE(0)(r&1)2 E(S) (\=>0)
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
2r+1
4(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt,
\taking ==\ r4r+2+
(2r+1)(2r+2)
+ . (3.29)
Reporting (3.27)(3.29) in (3.26), we obtain
c~ |
0_]S, T[
a | y| 2 E (r&1)2 dx dt
c(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S)+
4r+3
4(r+1) |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dt. (3.30)
The combination of (3.22) and (3.30) yields
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2) E(S). (3.31)
Hence, taking the limit as T   and applying Lemma 2.1 we obtain
(1.10) and the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. K
Since the proof of Theorem 1.2 is in a large part similar to the proof of
Theorem 1.1, we only give the sketch of proof. Let us point out that there
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are additional difficulties in the proof of Theorem 1.2 due to the fact that
the exponent k can be less than one and we take s>1. These difficulties
arise in the estimation of quantities containing the expression y$2 or g( y$)
on 02 . Estimates (2.7) and (2.10)(2.13) are used to overcome these dif-
ficulties.
Sketch of the Proof of Theorem 1.2. As in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we
have
2 |
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtcE(0)(r&1)2 E(S)
+|
0_]S, T[
a | g( y$)| |2m } {y+(N&1) y| E r&1)2 dx dt
+R |
1+_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 \y&+
2
d1 dt. (3.32)
By the Ho lder inequality we have
} |01_]S, T[ ag( y$)[2m } {y+(N&1) y] E
(r&1)2 dx dt }
c |
t
S
Er2 |E$| 1(r+1) dt, (by (2.6)). (3.33)
From now on, we sketch the proof of (1.12). Using the Ho lder inequality,
we find
2 |
02_]S, T[
|ag( y$) m } {y| E (r&1)2 dx dt
c#s |
T
S
E ((r&1)(s+1)+1)(2(s+1)) |E$| s(s+1) dt, (by (2.12))
(3.34)
(N&1) |
02_]S, T[
|ag( y$) y| E (r&1)2 dx dt
c |
T
S
Er2 |E$| s(s+1) dt, (by (2.7)).
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Now, using the Young inequality, we obtain, for almost every t0,
cEr2 |E$| 1(r+1)
r
r+1
E+c |E$| ,
cEr2 |E$| s(s+1)
1
r+1
E+cE(0)(rs&1)2s |E$|
(3.35)
c#sE ((r&1)(s+1)+1)(2(s+1)) |E$| s(s+1)
1
s+1
E (r+1)2
+c#1+S&1s E(0)
(s(r&1)&1)2s |E$|.
Reporting (3.35) in (3.34) and (3.33), and combining (3.33), (3.34), and
(3.32), we find
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+#1+s&1s E(0)
(s(r&1)&1)2s+E(0)(rs&1)2s) E(S)
+c |
1+_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 \y&+
2
d1 dt. (3.36)
At this stage, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and, finally, we
arrive at
|

S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+F r&k0 #
1+s&1
s E(0)
(s(r&1)&1)2s
+E(0)(sr&1)2s) E(S), \S0. (3.37)
Using (2.11) and applying Lemma 2.1, we find (1.12).
Let us prove (1.13) now. We have (3.32), (3.33), and
2 |
02_]S, T[
|ag( y$) m } {y| E (r&1)2 dx dt
c+s |
T
S
E ((r&1)(s+1)+2)(2(s+1)) |E$| s(s+1) dt, (by (2.13)) (3.38)
Now, using the Young inequality, we obtain, for every t0,
c+sE ((r&1)(s+1)+2)(2(s+1)) |E$| ss+1

1
s+1
E (r+1)2+c+1+s&1s E(0)
(r&1)2 |E$|. (3.39)
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Reporting (3.39) in (3.38) and the first inequality of (3.35) in (3.33), and
combining (3.33), (3.38), and (3.32), we obtain
|
T
S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+E(0)(r&1)2++1+s&1s E(0)
(r&1)2) E(S)
+c |
1+_]S, T[
E (r&1)2 \y&+
2
d1 dt. (3.40)
At this stage, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1.1 and, finally, we
arrive at
|

S
E (r+1)2 dtc(1+(1+F 1&k0 ++
1+s&1
s ) E(0)
(r&1)2
+E(0)(sr&1)2s) E(S), \S0. (3.41)
For the case r>1, using the definition of +s and applying Lemma 2.1, we
find the second inequality of (1.13). When r=1, the use of the techniques
of [2] and [16] shows that
E(t)c exp($) exp(&*t), \t0 (3.42)
where c and * are positive constants independent of F0 and E(0) and
$=c(1+F 1&k0 +F
1&s&1
0 +E(0)
(s&1)2s)(1+ln(E(0))). K
4. SOME COMMENTS
Our method is flexible and can be used in several other situations.
Hereafter, we give three of these situations where the method applies suc-
cessfully.
4.1. The Plate Models
Following the results of Zuazua [27], the method used in this paper per-
mits us to obtain precise decay rates for the system
y"+22y+ag( y$)=0 in 0_(0, )
y=
y
&
=0 on 1_(0, )
(4.1)
y(0)= y0 # H 20(0)
y$(0)= y1 # L2(0)
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with a and g given as above. More precisely, if the energy of (4.1) is given
by
E1(t)= 12 |
0
[ | y$(x, t)| 2+|2y(x, t)| 2] dx, \t0 (4.2)
then, applying the method used above, we obtain the following result
Theorem 4.1. Assume that a # L+(0) satisfies (1.1) for some a0>0. Let
| be a neighborhood of 1+. Assume that the function g satisfies (1.6) with
k=1,
s1 if N # [1, 2], (4.3)
(N&2) sN+2 if N3.
Then the energy E1 satisfies
E1(t){_exp \\1&
1
{2+& E1(0), \t0 if r=1,
K3(1+E(0)(rs&1)(s(r&1))) t&(2(r&1)), \t>0 if r>1
(4.4)
where {2 and K3 are positive constants independent of E1(0) and \1 is a
positive constant depending on E1(0) in a way that can be made precise using
the techniques of [2] and [16].
Let us point out that in order to get rid of the lower-order terms in the
present situation, the auxiliary problem to be used is
22z=ay
z=
z
&
=0
in 0
on 1. (4.5)
4.2. The Wave Equation with Potential
Consider the wave equation with potential of type
y"&2y+ py+ag( y$)=0
y=0
y(0)= y0
y$(0)= y1
in 0_(0, )
on 1_(0, )
in 0
in 0
(4.6)
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where p # Lm(0), p0 a.e. in 0 and
m=2
m>N
if N=1
if N2.
(4.7)
Provided | p|m is small enough, results analogous to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
can be obtained using the method developed above.
4.3. The Generalized Wave Equation
Throughout this subsection, we use the summation convention on
repeated indices and i stands for xi . Let us consider the following
system of wave equation
y"&i (aij  jy)+ag( y$)=0
y=0
y(0)= y0
y$(0)= y1
in 0_(0, )
on 1_(0, )
in 0
in 0
(4.8)
where the coefficients aij # C2(0 ) satisfy
aij=aji
_m0>0: aij (x) !i!jm0 !i!i , \!=(!i) # RN, \x # 0 .
(4.9)
Following Komornik [12], Lagnese [17], and Tcheugoue [25], we may
use our method to derive the precise decay rate of the energy of (4.8) under
the restrictive condition
\aij (x)&2mk(x) aijxk (x)+ !i!j0, \!=(!i) # Rn, \x # 0 . (4.10)
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